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Robert Turbin officially turns to the Dark Side of The Force
Utah State’s super sophomore running back Robert Turbin shocked do-gooders everywhere when he
officially let the hate flow through him en route to turning to the Dark Side of The Force. Turbin, whose
prowess on the football field has been nearly as high as his midi-chlorian count, looks to become even
more powerful of a running back than anyone had ever imagined.
“We’ve seen Turb using Jedi-like speed, vision and reflexes all year,” Offensive Coordinator Dave Baldwin
said. “Not to mention a little extra push from the power of the force when you see him running over
defenders. I can’t imagine what it’s going to be like when he unlocks all these jacked up things the Dark
Side has to offer.”
Turbin is confident that his change is for the best and is excited to make his grand debut in front of a
national television audience, where most viewers will likely be hearing of him for the first time despite him
tearing up the NCAA for an entire season now. “I’ve been trying to do the whole good-guy thing all season,
and we’re only 3-7,” Turbin said. “It’s time to step up everything, and if that means me being the
apprentice to a Sith Lord, then I’ll do what I have to do. We’ve got ESPN in the house, I’ve got plenty of
anger built up, and mostly I’m just ready to strike Boise down with all my hatred.”
Head coach Gary Andersen, who was reached via videoconference and was oddly shrouded in a black
robe showing very little of his face, commented on the matter by simply saying, “The Dark Side of The
Force is a pathway to many abilities some consider to be unnatural.”
Turbin, who preemptively responded to any potential critics of his decision to use his deep knowledge of
The Force to rack up rushing yards and touchdowns, said, “You don’t know the power of the Dark Side.”

The Bull Sheet’s season-end awards

Underdog of the Year – Kyle Gallagher – Critics say he’s too small to play linebacker. He missed that
memo. Never had much trouble kicking plenty of ass on defense and special teams. No. 4 tackler on team.
Running Theme of the Year – “Why they hell aren’t they giving it to Turbin?” - Self-explanatory
mostly. Still wondering why he had so few touches on those 3rd and short situations.
Hit of the Year – Chris Ulinski – That one where he REALLY lit that guy up. If you were there, you know
exactly which hit it was. He’s a kicker by the way.
Last Player You’d Want to Piss Off – Paul Igboeli – Ever seen Paul angry on the sidelines? Even being
seven feet above the sideline with a railing in-between the stands and sideline, he still strikes fear.
Defensive Play of the Year – Bobby Wagner INT vs. La Tech – If you’re jaw didn’t drop when Wagner
made that interception, you may no longer call yourself a football fan (assuming you previously did).
Offensive Play of the Year – Robert Turbin 35 yd. TD run vs. San Jose State – Turbin looked like he was
cornered by defenders about six times during this play. Somehow still scored a TD.
Let’s see… What could we possibly do to pick apart Kellen Moore?
Know Thy Enemy
For starters, he’s the reigning WAC freshman of the year, so
nothing to rag on him for there. He’s currently the highest rated
passer in the nation. He’s No. 1 in touchdown passes too to go along
with just three interceptions. His completion percentage is a measly
9th in the country, so statistically we’ve really got nothing.
So with Moore being one of the nation’s best quarterbacks, not to
mention just a sophomore this season, it would be grasping at
straws to really have anything too brutal to say about him… Except
that he is very obviously aesthetically challenged, or to put it
plainly, he’s pretty ugly. That’s about all there is that could be said
about him. Petty? Yes. Is it necessary to point out? Questionable. Do
we care about such ethics? Hell no.
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Bull Sheet scouting report
A Game Preview

Looking at this game on paper, one would
think that the Aggies are just the next
sacrificial lamb to be put in front of the
Broncos on their way to another
undefeated season. Utah State however
has played to their competition this
season, whether it’s playing up or down.
Best example of playing up is USU’s
three-point loss to Nevada. In Nevada’s
other five WAC games, they have won by
an average of 30.2 points per game over
their opponents. In reality though, the
Aggies need a miracle to pull this upset.
Also in reality is that at least once or twice
a college football season, miracle victories
happen along the lines of the kind of win
that this would be for USU. There’s no
predicting miracles though. Boise brings
to town a top-notch offense (No. 16 in the
Nation) that finds ways to score no matter
what defense is thrown their way. They
also are sporting the nation’s No. 12
ranked defense to throw against the
Aggies’ 20th ranked offense. For this game
to keep from being a blowout, Turbin will
need some giant holes to run through and
WRs Austin Pettis and Titus Young – Like Moore, there’s no real
Borel will need to be nearly flawless.
criticism for the play of Pettis and Young. Both rank in the top-50 in
the nation in receiving yards per game and total receiving yards. In the next “Bull Sheet”…
This season they have combined for 113 receptions, 1,487 yards - Bull Sheet aims at reaching a readership
and 23 touchdowns.
into double-digits after furious offseason
DBs Jeron Johnson and Kyle Wilson – Johnson is the Broncos marketing blitz.
leading tackler with 59 and top interception man with four on the - In-depth look as to why Boise State fans
season. Wilson, the WAC’s preseason Defensive Player of the Year, are always so eager to get the hell out of
has three interceptions this year, two returned for touchdowns.
Boise for a weekend.
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